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Bring your financial planning to life by bringing life to your financial planning. LifeCentered Financial Planning: How to Deliver Value That Will Never Be Undervalued
shows financial planners and advisors how to radically improve the service they provide
to their clients by tying their decisions and strategies to their clients’ life events, stages,
and goals. Written by distinguished financial professionals Mitch Anthony and Paul
Armson, Life-Centered Financial Planning provides readers with practical advice and
concrete strategies to revolutionize their organization and client service by: · Focusing
on what matters most to clients, rather than maximizing assets under management or
pushing products · Understanding that a strong financial plan means more than simply
accumulating as much money as possible · Building a business model that is good for
everyone involved: the financial advisor, clients, and the organization · Moving from
being a commodity to being your client's trusted advisor The book is perfect for any
financial planner or advisor who wishes to adapt to the radical redefinition of financial
services taking place today.
Accounting for Real Estate Transactions, Second Edition is an up-to-date,
comprehensive reference guide, specifically written to help professionals understand
and apply the accounting rules relating to real estate transactions. This book provides
financial professionals with a powerful tool to evaluate the accounting consequences of
specific deals, enabling them to structure transactions with the accounting
consequences in mind, and to account for them in accordance with US GAAP.
Accountants and auditors are provided with major concepts, clear and concise
explanations of real estate accounting rules, detailed applications of US GAAP,
flowcharts, and exhaustive cross-references of the authoritative literature.
The Financial Times Guide to Wealth Management is your definitive guide to preserving
and enhancing your wealth and getting the most out of your finances. Whether you
want to do it yourself, or get an overview of the basics so you can understand the
experts, this book gives you the answers. Up to date with all the latest changes to UK
pension, tax and legal rules, it covers everything you need to know in one easy to read
guide.
Selling is as old as civilization itself. Put in the simplest of terms, selling is the exchange
of goods and services for something of value. To financial advisors, however, the sale
is often seen in a negative light, and many cringe at the word "sell." Interestingly, the
same advisors who shy away from the concept of selling are often those who find
themselves selling every single day! Sometimes they're even participating in the selling
process multiple times throughout the day--and they may not realize it. Asking for client
referrals, developing strategic alliances, seeking and talking with new prospects are all
obvious parts of the selling process, but selling happens every time you remind a client
why it's a good choice to do business with you, too. The fact is that most CFAs(R),
CFPs(R), CPAs, and other professionals did not obtain these titles because deep down
they really wanted to be in sales. Most times, their interests tend more toward data,
analysis, and more solitary orientations. Selling is probably the last thing those who
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entered these fields were thinking of doing. They may not have considered the "people"
aspect of their chosen profession; the aspect that involves sales. For this reason, and
some others, turning into a salesperson seems like a negative, degrading thing. Many
advisors will conjure up the picture of the slimy used-car sales guy. It's time to
recognize selling as the valuable activity that it is. It is a way to: Let people know who
you are and what you do well. Get your message out to those who need it. Promote
your planning process, wealth management services, or investment expertise. Use your
relationship skills to close new business. Take your business to the next level. If you
want to grow your business, the bottom line is that you--or someone on your
team--need to sell, and to sell well. This book will offer guidance on how you can sell in
a comfortable and effective manner.
Mainstay reference guide for wealth management, newly updated for today's
investment landscape For over a decade, The New Wealth Management: The Financial
Advisor's Guide to Managing and Investing Client Assets has provided financial
planners with detailed, step-by-step guidance on developing an optimal asset allocation
policy for their clients. And, it did so without resorting to simplistic model portfolios, such
as lifecycle models or black box solutions. Today, while The New Wealth Management
still provides a thorough background on investment theories, and includes many ready
to use client presentations and questionnaires, the guide is newly updated to meet
twenty-first century investment challenges. The book Includes expert updates from
Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Institute, in addition to the core text of 1997's first
edition – endorsed by investment luminaries Charles Schwab and John Bogle Presents
an approach that places achieving client objectives ahead of investment vehicles
Applicable for self-study or classroom use Now, as in 1997, The New Wealth
Management effectively blends investment theory and real world applications. And in
today's new investment landscaped, this update to the classic reference is more
important than ever.
This book is about generating profitable revenue from existing clients, and converting
part-time clients into 100 percent full-time clients. Professionals and firms that offer
financial services want to enjoy continued organic growth, and maximize the value of
their business. Retaining and developing existing clients is one of the challenges they
encounter in the process. The financial services industry is currently facing several key
challenges: increasing competition, industry consolidation, rapidly changing technology,
a soft market (for rates, premiums, and fees), and an increasing number of regulatory
requirements. All these factors make it difficult for firms to produce consistent, positive,
organic growth. This book is a follow-up to the author’s previous book The Financial
Sales Handbook: A Professionals Guide to Becoming a Top Producer. Although this
book is an extension of the first, readers can be confident in approaching it as a standalone book. Cross-Selling Financial Services: A Professional’s Guide to Account
Development is for experienced professionals and firms who want to protect their
existing top clients and revenue, and maximize the long-term growth and profitability of
their business. The book will also help professionals to sharpen their account
development capabilities. It is designed to be the nucleus for corporate training
programs, as well as a guide for self-employed professionals who must market and sell
to stay in business.
The Marketing Guide for Financial Advisors uncovers the truth about how independent
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advisors really get new clients in a digital world. Learn what no one wants you to know
about marketing, how to avoid wasting money on your marketing, and the secret to
unlocking your marketing potential, including: Why digital marketing is so challenging in
financial services How to create a website that converts Email marketing strategies for
financial advisors Using social media to get in front of your ideal prospects Search
engine optimization to get more traffic to your website Content strategy to start the
conversation Embracing a specialty to command higher fees Using webinars to warm
up prospects In this exclusive guide, you'll learn proven strategies from top advisors to
grow your firm and uncover a step-by-step process to build your marketing engine.
About the Author Claire Akin, MBA grew up in the financial services industry working
with her father, an independent financial advisor of over 35 years. She holds a
bachelor's degree in economics and a master's of business administration. Claire
founded Indigo Marketing Agency to help independent financial advisors reach more of
their ideal clients. It's her mission to help financial advisors grow their firms through
digital marketing.
This book is going to challenge you and everything you think you know about
succession planning. For independent advisors, succession planning is quickly
becoming the cornerstone to a strategic growth strategy designed to perpetuate their
business and their income streams beyond their own lifetime, while providing a multigenerational service platform that attracts and rewards younger advisors. This makes
succession planning one of the most, if not the most, important practice management
tools in this industry today. As an independent financial advisor, now is the time to
address the question of what will happen to your practice and your clients after you
“exit the building.” In most cases, the answers are right in front of you. Thankfully,
Succession Planning for Financial Advisors: Building an Enduring Business has arrived
to transform today’s practices into businesses designed to endure and prosper and
serve generations of clients. Learn how to create a “Lifestyle Succession Plan” that
can provide a lifetime of income and benefits to the founder even as he/she gradually
retires on the job Unlock the power of equity management – the best planning and
building tool an independent advisor owns Learn how to attract and retain the best of
the next generation to help you build a great business and to support your succession
plans and care for your clients and their families Determine precisely when to start a
formal succession plan and related continuity plan so that your business can work for
you when you need it most Understand why succession planning and selling your
business are completely different strategies, but how they can complement each other
when used correctly 95% of independent financial service professionals are one owner
practices. To the positive, these practices are among the most valuable professional
service models in America. But almost all advisors are assembling their practices using
the wrong tools – tools borrowed from historically successful, but vastly different models
including wirehouses, broker-dealers, and even OSJ’s and branch managers. Revenue
sharing, commission splitting and other eat-what-you-kill compensation methods
dominate the independent sector and virtually ensure that today’s independent
practices, if left unchanged, will not survive the end of their founder’s career. It is time
to change course and this book provides the map and the details to help you do just
that. For independent practice owners and staff members, advisors who want to
transition to independence, as well as accountants, attorneys, coaches and others
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involved in the financial services space, there are invaluable lessons to be learned from
Succession Planning for Financial Advisors. Written by the leading succession planning
expert in the financial services industry, former securities regulator, M&A specialist, and
founder of the nationally recognized consulting and equity management firm, FP
Transitions, David Grau Sr., JD, has created an unmatched resource that will have an
enduring and resounding impact on an entire industry.
Expert advice for financial advisors looking to make the most ofsocial media platforms
Social media is everywhere. 3.5 billion pieces of content areshared on Facebook each
week, 22 million professionals arenetworking on LinkedIn, and 140 million tweets are
posted everyday. The opportunities these platforms present for financialadvisors are
huge, but most advisors have no idea how to use themto build bigger, stronger client
bases. The Social MediaHandbook for Financial Advisors: How to Use Facebook,
Twitter, andLinkedIn to Build and Grow Your Business shows how to make themost of
these new tools, offering invaluable advice about how toconnect with potential clients in
the twenty first century. For most advisors, converting prospects into clients is theirtop
priority, and social media presents incredible opportunitiesfor sealing the deal. Sales
don't happen because clients areimpressed by complicated charts, they happen
because they'reimpressed by your social media presence, and by
properlyunderstanding how to make these new platforms work for you, you'llbe
positioned to see your business boom. Designed to teach financial advisors how to use
social media tobetter market their services to attract new clients andreferrals Presents
expert communication advice from top financial advisorcoach Matthew Halloran
Categorizes communicators in a unique new way Teaches financial advisors how to
use social media in new,highly effective ways that they've never even considered An
essential resource for wealth managers and financial advisorslooking to amplify their
marketing message and raise theirvisibility in a crowded marketplace, The Social Media
Handbookfor Financial Advisors is the only book you need to makeyourself heard.
Having the right CFO is a critical component for every company's success. Dergel
provides CFOs and those in the making with a strategic blueprint to benefit their
companies and their careers. He reveals how to build a strong, successful career plan
with guidance on team building and management of the multiple relationships that
CFOs face on a daily basis, plus how to balance one's work and personal life.
An all-encompassing guide to the elements and basics of fairvalue With the important
role fair value is playing in the creation ofa converged set of global accounting
standards, demand for productsin this category is growing spectacularly. The elements
and basicsof fair value are covered, including risk, dealing with the SEC,and details on
legal responsibility. In addition, sample financialstatements are included, along with
tables, recommended applicabletechniques, and management checklists for those who
are responsiblefor preparing and approving of financial statements. Written by the
Chairman and co-CEO of the InternationalAssociation of Consultants, Valuators and
Analysts (IACVA) Includes sample financial statements of both U.S. and
foreigncompanies Appropriate for anyone involved professionally
withfinance—managers, accountants, investors, bankers,instructors, and students—The
Professional's Guide to FairValue is a reliable reference on the ins and outs of fair
valuefinancial disclosure.
Everyday Ethics for Financial Advisers is a complete guide to the FASEA Financial
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Planners and Advisers Code of Ethics 2019. It offers a comprehensive guide to the 5
Values and 12 Standards of the Code and outlines frameworks to help advisers apply
them in their dealings with clients.
The LinkedIn Guide for Financial Advisors offers step-by-step instructions for mastering
the world's largest professional network. Filled with relevant examples and success
stories from independent financial advisors, the guide reviews how to optimize your
LinkedIn Profile, expand your network, search for and identify qualified prospects, as
well as the art of asking for an introduction from someone who knows and trusts you.
Finally, the book offers a proven strategy for using content marketing on LinkedIn to
attract new leads. Updated and expanded with new strategies for 2017.
The Professional's Guide to Financial Services Marketing is directed to any financial
services professional–from individual representatives to executives of large financial
services companies–who is looking for better ways to create the relevant marketplace
differentiation and competitive advantage needed to increase productivity and
profitability. The purpose of this book is not to provide a how-to manual, but rather to
offer practical information, examples, and thought-provoking tips that provide ideas and
insights that will enable financial services professionals to improve their own marketing
approaches and achieve ambitious marketing goals. With examples drawn from basic
marketing approaches and successful consumer marketing, this book provides a fresh
perspective on a variety of marketing issues that can make a significant difference to
corporate success.
All the precision of financial modeling--and none of the complexity Evidence-based
decision making is only as good as the external evidence on which it is based. Financial
models uncover potential risks on a company’s balance sheet, but the complexity of
these instruments has limited their effectiveness. Now, Mastering Financial Modeling
offers a simplified method for building the fast and accurate financial models serious
evidencebased decision makers need. What sets this practical guide apart is its
"learning-on-the-job" approach. Unlike other books that teach modeling in a vacuum,
this superior method uses a diverse collection of case studies to convey each step of
the building process. "Learning on the job" connects the dots between the proper Excel
formulas and functions and the real-world situations where you want to use them. By
learning through association, you can absorb the information quickly and have it ready
to use when you need it. The book starts right off on building models--from creating a
standalone cash flow model through integrating it with an income statement and
balance sheet. Along the way, you will master the skill set you need to build advanced
financial models. With only a basic knowledge of accounting and finance, individual
investors and financial professionals alike can: Create a core model and customize it
for companies in most industries Understand every working component of a financial
model and what each one tells you about a company Format cells and sheets in Excel
for easily repeatable modeling Written with the practitioner in mind, Mastering Financial
Modeling shows you how to ensure your model is ready for real-world application by
safeguarding it against modeling errors. It covers a full array of Excel's builtin auditing
and testing tools and illustrates how to build customized error-checking tools of your
own to catch the inaccuracies that typically fall through the cracks. Get the most out of
your data with Mastering Financial Modeling. Mastering Financial Modeling brings the
power of financial models down to earth and puts it in the hands of investors, bankers,
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and private equity professionals who don't have a passion for crunching numbers.
Nowhere else can you get step-by-step instruction on building these valuable tools from
an elite World Bank investment officer. Starting from the ground up, Eric Soubeiga
shows you how to interpret and build financial models in Microsoft Excel that will
accurately assess any company’s valuation and profit potential. Even if you have
unsuccessfully tried financial modeling in the past, this book will reach you because it
associates every lesson to the business world you work in daily. Chapter by chapter,
you will master financial modeling, and in the end, you will: Command authority over
building every aspect of a financial model Be capable of explaining the accounting and
finance concepts behind the mechanics of modeling Confidently determine a
company’s ability to generate cash flows for its capital investors with discounted cash
flow (DCF) modeling Execute powerful spreadsheet calculations in Excel Most
importantly, as a decision maker, the insight you bring to the table through your
sophisticated understanding and application of financial modeling will benefit every
stakeholder. See what leading professionals around the world already know--Mastering
Financial Modeling is the most comprehensive guide on the market for designing,
building, and implementing valuation projection models. What it does from there is up to
you.
A comprehensive reference guide interpreting and applying healthcare reform law for
consultants, appraisers, accountants, and attorneys The Financial Consultants'Guide to
Healthcare Reform provides an historical backdrop on how the healthcare system got to
its present state including the Massachusetts Reform and Medicare Advantage along
with an explanation of the principal types of health insurance in the United States and
how "insurance" actually works. A review and explanation of each of the reform
provisions follows, including an analysis of what the implications are for providers,
consumers and business and what responses each of these communities might have to
the Reform. Using the authors' insights and firsthand experiences in U.S. healthcare
finance, this book explains the new healthcare law for individuals and businesses alike,
what to expect from it and what actions they need to take to comply. Interprets and
applies the health care reform law Provides examples of what the impact of the law
might look like Extensive use of sidebars to provide in-depth analysis or background on
particular topics of import, where the reader may need more detail to understand the
context of Reform's changes. Written for consultants, appraisers, accountants, and
attorneys Written by major figures in the world of healthcare valuation and consulting
The Financial Consultants' Guide to Healthcare Reform provides a complete handbook
to healthcare reform for financial consultants, both for understanding this important
legislation as well as for planning responses to it.
Accounting for Real Estate Transactions is an up-to-date, comprehensive reference
guide, specifically written to help you understand and apply the accounting rules
relating to real estate transactions. This book provides you with a powerful tool to
evaluate the accounting consequences of specific deals, enabling you to structure
transactions with the accounting consequences in mind, and to account for them in
accordance with US GAAP.
Worry less. Plan more. Do you want a secure retirement, free from worry, stress, and
confusion? The Bucket Plan® is a must-read book for anyone serious about creating a
practical and sensible financial plan for his or her retirement years. The
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financialplanning process outlined in this book is based on a three-bucket philosophy of
strategically positioning assets to plan for and mitigate the risks and dangers that can
occur in retirement. Readers will learn: • The three biggest dangers for your financial
future and how The Bucket Plan helps protect from them • A formula for calculating
whether you will have an income deficit and, if so, how much money is needed to
prevent it • A surefire way to avoid taking on too much investment risk on money you
may need in the near future • Much, much more When readers strategically allocate
their money using Jason Smith’s three-bucket philosophy, they can create a plan that
mitigates risk and offers an opportunity for growth into the future, allowing them to feel
more secure about retirement.
Meet Josh Bauerle, reluctant accounting student turned super CPA and author of the
Accounting QuickStart Guide, 3rd edition. This is the revolutionary book that expertly
simplifies accounting fundamentals. It's an invaluable resource for accounting students,
business owners, bookkeepers, and other finance and recordkeeping professionals
worldwide! Whether you are a business owner looking to boost your bottom line or an
accounting student looking to boost your grade, this book will prove indispensable on
your journey to knowledge.Why do accounting students, business owners, and finance
professionals love this book so much? The Accounting QuickStart Guide smashes the
myth that says accounting must be dry, dense, and difficult to learn. Josh Bauerle
simplifies the core principles of accounting with entertaining stories and examples as
well as clarifying illustrations and practice problems-all of which combine to provide
learners a path to fast and effective mastery of the material.
Written by a practicing emergency physician, The White Coat Investor is a high-yield
manual that specifically deals with the financial issues facing medical students,
residents, physicians, dentists, and similar high-income professionals. Doctors are
highly-educated and extensively trained at making difficult diagnoses and performing
life saving procedures. However, they receive little to no training in business, personal
finance, investing, insurance, taxes, estate planning, and asset protection. This book
fills in the gaps and will teach you to use your high income to escape from your student
loans, provide for your family, build wealth, and stop getting ripped off by unscrupulous
financial professionals. Straight talk and clear explanations allow the book to be easily
digested by a novice to the subject matter yet the book also contains advanced
concepts specific to physicians you won't find in other financial books. This book will
teach you how to: Graduate from medical school with as little debt as possible Escape
from student loans within two to five years of residency graduation Purchase the right
types and amounts of insurance Decide when to buy a house and how much to spend
on it Learn to invest in a sensible, low-cost and effective manner with or without the
assistance of an advisor Avoid investments which are designed to be sold, not bought
Select advisors who give great service and advice at a fair price Become a millionaire
within five to ten years of residency graduation Use a "Backdoor Roth IRA" and "Stealth
IRA" to boost your retirement funds and decrease your taxes Protect your hard-won
assets from professional and personal lawsuits Avoid estate taxes, avoid probate, and
ensure your children and your money go where you want when you die Minimize your
tax burden, keeping more of your hard-earned money Decide between an employee job
and an independent contractor job Choose between sole proprietorship, Limited
Liability Company, S Corporation, and C Corporation Take a look at the first pages of
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the book by clicking on the Look Inside feature Praise For The White Coat Investor
"Much of my financial planning practice is helping doctors to correct mistakes that
reading this book would have avoided in the first place." - Allan S. Roth, MBA, CPA,
CFP(R), Author of How a Second Grader Beats Wall Street "Jim Dahle has done a lot
of thinking about the peculiar financial problems facing physicians, and you, lucky
reader, are about to reap the bounty of both his experience and his research." - William
J. Bernstein, MD, Author of The Investor's Manifesto and seven other investing books
"This book should be in every career counselor's office and delivered with every
medical degree." - Rick Van Ness, Author of Common Sense Investing "The White
Coat Investor provides an expert consult for your finances. I now feel confident I can be
a millionaire at 40 without feeling like a jerk." - Joe Jones, DO "Jim Dahle has done for
physician financial illiteracy what penicillin did for neurosyphilis." - Dennis Bethel, MD
"An excellent practical personal finance guide for physicians in training and in practice
from a non biased source we can actually trust." - Greg E Wilde, M.D Scroll up, click
the buy button, and get started today!
Protect your money with this “accessible and practical” guide to hiring and working with
financial advisors (Publishers Weekly, starred review). Hiring a trained expert to
safeguard and grow your wealth seems like a foolproof decision, but it can go awry for
many people. You should never blindly trust that your advisor has your best interests at
heart—and while there are many benefits to working with a financial pro, there are some
things you should know first. Drawing on her insider’s knowledge of how the financial
advice profession really works, Liz Davidson shows how to judge whether an advisor is
going to help or harm your savings. This no-nonsense guide covers questions such as:
How should you decide if you really need an advisor? What financial moves can you
make without their help? What important questions should you ask before trusting them
with your money? What are the red flags you should run from? What does all their
jargon really mean? Learn how to take control of your financial well-being—either with a
financial advisor or without one. “This book is mandatory reading for anyone who wants
a better understanding of how to manage their money.” —Mary Beth Franklin,
InvestmentNews “Valuable tools for managing one’s personal finances for maximum
results.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
One of the best ways financial advisors can attract clients today is through public
seminars and other presentations. Indeed, the ability to communicate - not just the
ability to manage a portfolio - is essential for advice givers who want to succeed in
today's competitive financial services industry. Persuasive presentations are a matter of
both substance and style. The Financial Professional's Guide to Persuading 1 or 1,000
will reveal proven strategies for making 'can't miss' presentations about products and
services.
Divorce guidance you can count on Divorce is never easy, but with the information in
Nolo's Essential Guide to Divorce, you can make the process as simple, inexpensive,
and conflict-free as possible. With compassion and expertise, family law attorney Emily
Doskow explains how to make divorce less painful by helping you: minimize day-to-day
conflict with your spouse work with lawyers or mediators without breaking the bank
avoid costly, exhausting court battles, and stay calm and make good decisions. You’ll
learn about your legal rights and options for resolving tough divorce-related issues,
including: child support and custody alimony property division, and drafting a marital
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settlement agreement. The 8th edition is completely updated with the latest state rules
on divorce, such as property division and grounds for divorce.
"With How to Make Your Money Last, you will learn how to turn your retirement savings
into a steady paycheck that will last for life. Today, people worry that they're going to
run out of money in their older age. That won't happen if you use a few tricks for
squeezing higher payments from your assets--from your Social Security account (find
the hidden values there), pension (monthly income or lump sum?), home equity (sell
and invest the proceeds or take a reverse mortgage?), savings (should you buy a
lifetime annuity?), and retirement accounts (how to invest and--critically--how much to
withdraw from your savings each year?). The right moves will not only raise the amount
you have to spend, they'll stretch out your money over many more years. You will also
learn to look at your savings and investments in a new way. If you stick with super-safe
choices the money might not last. You need safe money to help pay the bills in your
early retirement years. But to ensure that you'll still have spending money 10 and 20
years from now, you have to invest for growth, today. Quinn shows you how. At a time
when people are living longer, yet retiring with a smaller pot of savings than they'd
hoped for, this book will become the essential guide"-First of its kind! This book reveals the truths your clients need to know about the real
cost of care in their retirement years. You have aging clients now and their numbers will
rise over time. This goes deeper into the risks of needing care, and the myth that
Medicare of Medicaid will take care of what most people need as they age. Written by
aging experts Carolyn Rosenblatt, RN, Elder law attorney and Dr. Mikol Davis, geriatric
psychologist, it offers you a wealth of knowledge you will not find from within your own
industry. If you, the financial professional want to add value to what you offer clients
and to distinguish yourself from robo advisors, you need to be well informed with the
facts any retired person must have. Remove the vagueness from the discussion. Get
some sample scripts on how to bring up the subject and the words to say to them. Stop
using "average out of pocket medical costs a retired couple will spend in retirement" as
a measure of what they will need. It is grossly inadequate to inform them about long
term care, which is not "medical" at all. You can find out more by clicking here. Don't
wait to increase your comfort with the sticky issues no one wants to face--aging takes
its toll. In reading this book, you will be able to navigate the conversation with skill and
grace.
A must-read for financial professionals and serious investors alike, this one-stop
resource offers valuable insight into complex and fast-changing financial markets and
advisory markets. It provides in-depth coverage of all the topics key to personal finance,
including record-keeping, present and future value in investing, financial career
planning, educational planning, cash management, consumer credit, housing,
insurance, investment choices, retirement planning, estate planning, tax issues and
much more. Packed with helpful tips and lessons, this comprehensive handbook will
help professional investors in advising customers as well as provide relevant, cuttingedge information for independent investors.
The number one guide to corporate valuation is back and better than ever Thoroughly
revised and expanded to reflect business conditions in today's volatile global economy,
Valuation, Fifth Edition continues the tradition of its bestselling predecessors by
providing up-to-date insights and practical advice on how to create, manage, and
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measure the value of an organization. Along with all new case studies that illustrate
how valuation techniques and principles are applied in real-world situations, this
comprehensive guide has been updated to reflect new developments in corporate
finance, changes in accounting rules, and an enhanced global perspective. Valuation,
Fifth Edition is filled with expert guidance that managers at all levels, investors, and
students can use to enhance their understanding of this important discipline. Contains
strategies for multi-business valuation and valuation for corporate restructuring,
mergers, and acquisitions Addresses how you can interpret the results of a valuation in
light of a company's competitive situation Also available: a book plus CD-ROM package
(978-0-470-42469-8) as well as a stand-alone CD-ROM (978-0-470-42457-7)
containing an interactive valuation DCF model Valuation, Fifth Edition stands alone in
this field with its reputation of quality and consistency. If you want to hone your
valuation skills today and improve them for years to come, look no further than this
book.
What makes it so hard for people to do the right things with their money? Why do they
frequently ignore sound financial advice? Grounded in the psychology of money and
the science of non-adherence, this book equips financial professionals to deliver their
advice more effectively.
One of America's most prestigious wealth managers shares his journey and outlines
the process that he uses to serve clients.
According to the Treasury Department, U.S. Savings Bonds are the world's most widely
held security. With more than 55 million investors and the wide range of financial
professionals who work with them including advisors, planners, consultants, bankers,
lawyers, insurance agents, estate administrators, trust officers, and accountants, this
guide has broad appeal".This book caught my eye because it addressed an investment
issue that touches millions of people, but, since the deregulation of the savings
industry, one that has been almost totally ignored. I will bet that your shelf of money
books has nothing on this subject, even though you and your family own bonds. Buy
one for your accountant, lawyer, and know-it-all uncle". -- Patricia J. Wagner, The
Bloomsbury ReviewWritten to be understood by the lay person, it is the A to Z on U.S.
Savings Bonds. Chapters include explanations of interest rates, timing issues, maturity
periods, the educational feature, tax issues, the new rules, what to dowith bonds when
you retire, and most important, how to avoid costly mistakes when involved in savings
bond transactions. It describes the forms needed for all transactions and where to get
them. An exhaustive resource section directs the reader to reliable information
sources."U.S. Savings Bonds by Daniel Pederson... is the most comprehensive source
of help and information that I know". -- Jane Bryant Quinn, Woman's Day MagazineThe
need for such a consumer-friendly, comprehensive guide first became apparent to
Pederson during his years with the Savings Bond Division of The Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago-Detroit Branch. In addition to hundreds of speaking engagements
nationwide, Dan hascontributed his savings bond expertise to many publications such
as The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, Newsweek, Money Magazine, Modern
Maturity, LA Times, The Chicago Tribune, and The Washington Post. Recent television
appearances include PBS and CNBC.-- The only book t
Today, financial clients are profoundly skeptical. They've been burned. Their
consultants and advisors talk too much, use too much confusing technical jargon, work
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from too many boilerplate scripts, repeat too many generic caveats and useless
disclaimers. Above all, clients say, their advisors don't listen well, and don't link their
own needs and views to the recommendations they present. To succeed in today's
radically new environment, financial advisors must first transform the way they
communicate. In The Financial Professional's Guide to Communication, one of the
world's leading experts on the financial client relationship shows them how to do
precisely that. Drawing on his experience training elite financial professionals
worldwide, Bob Finder shows how to actively listen, speak plainly with precision and
passion, and engage clients with uncommon effectiveness. Finder demonstrates how to
focus relentlessly on what matters most to each individual client, and then deliver
intensely relevant recommendations with clarity and impact, in your own voice. You'll
learn how to bring imagination, creativity, and even entertainment to your presentations
and conversations, and use constructive criticism to keep improving with every new
client meeting. Using these proven techniques, you can deliver truly extraordinary
levels of professionalism and service, gain the powerful new competitive edge you're
desperately searching for - and earn equally powerful rewards for yourself.
Explains what business numbers mean and why they matter, and addresses issues that
have become more important in recent years, including questions about the financial
crisis and accounting literacy.
The Finance Book will help you think and manage like a financial strategist. Written specifically
for non-finance professionals, it will give you all you need to know to manage your business
more effectively and think more strategically. It will help you to: Have the confidence to read
and interpret financial statements Ask the right questions about financial performance Apply
important financial tools and ratios Learn how to think financially and make better strategic
financial decisions Covering business finance, accounting fundamentals, budgeting,
profitability and cash management, you'll find the tools you need in order to make the best
financial decisions for your business. 'Essential reading for any non-finance ?professional. This
is an easy to read and ?practical guide to the world of finance.’ ?Paul Herman, Group CEO,
Bluebox ?Corporate Finance ?‘A really helpful, well organised and easy to ?understand primer
and reference book for ?those who aren’t accountants but still need ?to understand the
accounts.’ ?Roger Siddle, Chairman, Cordium Group ‘A great book. At last, a guide that
?demystifies and encourages business ?owners to practically understand financial ?matters. A
must read.’ ?Gordon Vater CEO, RiiG Limited
The Complete Guide to Capital Markets for Quantitative Professionals is a comprehensive
resource for readers with a background in science and technology who want to transfer their
skills to the financial industry. It is written in a clear, conversational style and requires no prior
knowledge of either finance or financial analytics. The book begins by discussing the operation
of the financial industry and the business models of different types of Wall Street firms, as well
as the job roles those with technical backgrounds can fill in those firms. Then it describes the
mechanics of how these firms make money trading the main financial markets (focusing on
fixed income, but also covering equity, options and derivatives markets), and highlights the
ways in which quantitative professionals can participate in this money-making process. The
second half focuses on the main areas of Wall Street technology and explains how financial
models and systems are created, implemented, and used in real life. This is one of the few
books that offers a review of relevant literature and Internet resources.
"Blogging has become a "must" for many independent and fee-only financial advisors. It's a
great way to build your business by connecting with current and potential clients as well as
referral sources. Blogging attracts prospects to your website, media attention, and speaking
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engagements ... This book will help you conquer the challenge of producing high quality blog
posts by following a step-by-step process, including how to: generate and refine ideas for blog
posts that will engage your readers; organize your thoughts before you write so you can write
more quickly and effectively; edit your writing so it's reader-friendly and appealing; spread the
word about your blog and attract more visitors"--Page [4] of cover.
Acquiring, retaining, and developing clients are the major steps for any successful business;
failure to accomplish these steps is the major reason many professionals and firms fail to
achieve their full potential.The financial services industry is currently facing its biggest
challenge: increased competition; smarter buyers who want to deal with professionals instead
of sales people; and the emergence of social media, including Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
and Google. The Financial Sales Handbook: A Guide to Become a Top Producer is for
experienced professionals as well as for those who want to make the transition from managing
work to more effective selling. The book is also for professionals who want to sharpen their
skills. It is intended as the nucleus for corporate training programs as well as for self-employed
professionals who must market and sell to stay in business.
Optimizing Company Cash provides a comprehensive guide to all elements of cash
management in a business including: Inflows Outflows Cash conversion cycles Short-term
borrowing and investing International business How to structure a corporate treasury function
In over 200 pages, the Guide explains how CPAs and financial managers can manage their
company's short-term resources to sustain ongoing activities, mobilize funds and optimize
liquidity. It also provides diagrams of work flows, step-by-step checklists, templates, and
treasury tips for CPAs and finance managers who are responsible for making the most of
working capital and short-term resources.
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